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In the glory and splendor of
this day, I am here. I may
manifest as a Commander to
senses--I
AM
your
fr:iid and brother.
I come
with the Hosts sent forth by
the Father, as the time of
man’s change is at hand.
Will the change be toward
deeper and deeper darkness
or will it be toward the Radiance of infinite growth? Will
man of Shan earth move into
slave
or into freedom? Ultimate7 y it will be throu h the
thought projection of 8 od as
He measures your readiness
for advancement or discerns
that far more lessons are
needed for your whole-ness.
I am oin to categorize our
overal f tas a herein so that all
may see. The order in which
we have resented things may
appear 1 ackwards
to that
which is ultimate intent of focus.
God works in proper
sequence to touch the critical
points in the order that man
can
acce t--first
to
his
“senses”, t Ren on into the revealing of m-pose of “man”,
direction of “man” and contact with God in KNOWING
of that which is the functioning universe and God.
We
are telling you how and why
the prior teachers came upon
your place to take your hand
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show

you the way in
into the Light of
understanding.
Brothers, it is
time for the point of transition
is upon you-- ou will either
rise up in Id OWING or, as
a species, you will return to
the Dark Ages of oppression
and ignorance.
You stand at
the threshold
of glory or
darkness.
As a portion of this notation,
I wish to utiljrze this document
as a response to one Dr. John
Coleman of Bakersfield, California, for a letter has been
brought to me for same. The
letter came with several attachments--all
of which are
totally valid--all of which are
in the forefront of disclosure.
I wish to acknowledge
the
truth of this man’s presentations and yet, we cannot use
the material nor give sanction
unto the person at this juncture--without
an understanding regarding our thrust.
Our ONLY
intent
is to bring the Truth and substance of God and eternal life
unto man, who has long since
for otten his origin and his
pat a into immortality.
The
species upon Shan earth is
“backwards” innow movin
stead of ai ead in spiritual
Truth.
You are in the reign
of total evil u on our place.
Man has pro Buce cl the evil-for it is not of God in the
1

same way that “man is a creation of God”. The point of
this journey is to grow in realization and consciousness to
relationship
of
the
the
dwelling within man of God.
This makes man a co-creator
with God but this is not allowed to blossom as long as
man only manufactures evil in
his intent.
This is the purpose of the Pleiades Connection JOURNALS.
I care not
what else you “think” you
have that explains God and
universe--thus far, you have it
NOT on our planet--this is
that whit ii is coming forth
now.
We have no interest in the
stupid and heinous games of
man upon your lace-‘-ours is
to bnng
TRU !k H unto a
sleeping civilization--awaken
you to your plight and show
you the way out of your
predicament.
We have no desire to be
“first” with hot headline revelations--we
need none of
your ublications of any kind
to eit Rer give us information
or reveal anythin --it is all on
our scanners be Bore there is
action regarding incidents on
our physical manifestation.
G OU, AS PHYSICAL BEINGS JUST AWAKENING-DO!
YOU NEED CONFIRMATION
AS
PRESENTED BY THOSE ONES

,. ..

YOU HAVE APPOINTED
AS EXPERTS--OR,
WHO
HAVE
PRESENTED
THEMSELVES UNTO YOU
AS EXPERTS.
Next, we
the
information
in
need
publishment to kee ~;.r~~~
workers alive an cp
ing. The effort is constant,
not only to discredit the work
but to literally remove the
physical beings--we are not in
a popularity contest and we
have to get man’s attention so
that he will listen when the
important
documents
concerning his eternal existence
are available--THAT
IS OUR
MISSION.
In between here, tucked behind the political veils of corru tion; is a drastic push to
ta Ke and invalidate the U.S.
Constitution so that all rights
are legally removed from the
citizens. If America falls--so
shall the world.
There will
be economic
collapse
and
chaos at any rate for the
strin is almost unstrung and
it wif 1 be a deliberate attempt
to gain final total control of
the world, by the Elite Cartel.
If you have a helpless and
uninformed
public then the
enslavement is total.
Now, AS GOD, I tell you
that if you continue in that
path as now seemingly chosen--you will march mto total
The masses of
destruction.
man will be allowed to flow
into the abyss as they choose
and the journey will be again
into darkness--with
several
heinous wars--then
mankind
will erish in the radioactivit
and lflarrenness of that whit i
he has wrought forth upon
My perfect Creation.
A remnant will be lifted off and into
security to reclaim and carry
on the species into a new land
and placement--these
will be
the ones who come into understanding and TRUTH--not

a bunch of responsibility
escapees through blood le~e$t~~~
and Christ usurpin .
WILL BE NO RAP %URE AS
EVANGELISTS
YOUR
OUTLAY
IT FOR YOU.
There will be a remnant taken
into the safety of Cosmic
Flight Command.
Now it is
time you ones 0 en your eyes
and use REASO K !
If you can turn your planet
around, you will be given the
information
for neutralizing
the poisons you have established and you will be given
information
and technolog
1t
for reversing your plight.
is NOT, however probable
that that will be fully accomplished.
We are prepared to
remove all into safety who
have intent of Godness within
them and who will return into
and within the LAWS OF
GOD
AND
THE
CREATION--INTO
BALANCE-which is bein ex lained IN
MINUTE
D%TA PL
AND
PROOF
THROUGH
SCIENTIFIC
ACTION
UNTO
YOU IN THESE
JOURNALS UNDER PREPARATION.
Now
for
Dr.
Coleman.
Please accept our humble
recognition of our work--but
your intent an cl energy is bem dising so absorbed
cannot
tractions
that
we
openly give honor and utilization in the media of the EXYou see, we care
presents Truth--first,
Truth is
Tr%hv$
I’m sorry,
la s no
1 earing T lid TH.

not who
last or
Truth is
sir, plapart in

As ones have sent some of
our
documents
unto
this
friend--oh indeed, yes he IS,
and he has commented--I will
share .with *you in response,
2
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sir. It is no accident that you
issue
received
the
June
6/23/91). I have long waited
z
to reply to my
n%g&?it
was months and
months ago that your work
was physically brought to our
attention.
However, it is not
in our intent, whatsoever, to
be distracted by physical ego
manifestations--you
are
a
“done-in” planet because of
ego entrapment.
We are interested
rn, awakening
m;
people
savin
Constitution,
etting R merica
turned aroun cf and ultimately
come into Cosmic Brotherhood and working relationship--through information and
enhghtenment.
It is our appointed mission for we are a
advanced
civilization
more
than are you and function totally within the Laws and direction of Creator/Creation.
We are sent directly
as
“Hosts” and we have ones
placed on your Earth as receivers and workers.
We
have no pu ose regarding
your Earth otTRer than as the
planet itself is concerned and
the civilization of man upon
it. There is no force nor coercion in God--God Gives,
God does not T e.
Man
~%J&E!,~ and rareY y, rarely
.
Dr. Coleman, may ‘I share a
few facts with ou which may
place a bit of Tight u on that
which
happens
wit R
work?
I come from hiygohue:
resource and can have ob‘ectivity.
My scribe has not
i een privy to any of your
work so there is no input
from that source
so our
conversations
can be without
of input other than
possibilit
iT
mine at t is writing.
Yes, people are a bit jealous
of your work. However, it is
not jealousness which causes
them to use your work as

their own.
What has happened is that ou have played
mto the han cts of the adver;fxir t;$pe,
ho&, /in, ;;cJ
see, they know
ou cannot
sue them all--A k D FURTHERMORE,
IF A PROJECTION BE TRUTH NONFICTION--YOU HAVE NOT
A LEG TO STAND ON IN
A COURT OF LAW. Therefore, if it can be observed that
you fit into the category of
objective truth-bearin
work will be utilize %’ UEE
any and all circumstances for
whatever mi ht be the purpose at han B--either to whet
the appetite for more in order
to give the next course with
poison and disinformation--or
with total intent of opening
minds to the facts.
I give SPOTLIGHT credit for
that which they project in
truth--no more and no less. I
have a good working relationshi in use of their material.
If Q use material I always ive
credit for source--THA ?g IS
SOTHATTHEPOPULACE
CAN GO AND GET CONFIRMATION
OF
WHAT
WE BRING--MAN
CANNOT ACCEPT THAT INFORMATION
FLOWS
OTHERWISE.
I care not
what earth resource; as it becomes proven through the actions m front of man--he
WILL wake up!
If you would have been exposed to ALL of our work
you would find that I do not
actual1
sanction
all
of
SPOTI!IGHT’s
presentation.
Why do you think they are
still around? They are a tool
of the Elite--very Khazarian
in intent and purpose.
This
becomes the most dangerous
publication
of them all for
man is first trained to trust
them and then they can begin
with the lies to accomplish

their own intent.
If, however, they do something worthy, God will utilize
the or anization thereof. It is
Lobby-as witfl the Libert
there is much GO0 6 --there is
a lot quite AWFUL.
And
what
of
the
POPULIST
PARTY? What indeed? It is
lacking in so many ways that
it is rm robable to he1 AS
STRU&REDt
ii
WHAT ELSE DO YOU :;I
FER? YOU MUST HAVE A
STARTING
JUMP-OFF
POINT FOR YOU HAVE A
LONG WAY TO GO AND
GOD WILL WORK
YOU--HE WILL NOT DO
IT FOR YOU. Man will tend
thisFit
will not be tended,
and further, if man wants off
the prison grounds--he
will
choose to work within God’s
Laws and recognize God for
that which and whom He IS.
Now, let us look at your response letter and check it
against that which I just said.
I find no acknowledgement of
God, at all, in your writing.
This is just a for instance.
I
find words upon words filled
with accusatrons against just
about every
ublication and
journalist in tRe nation as to
your being “first’‘--right down
to the counting of days and
places.
Sir, they laugh at
your documents
and throw
them out. SIR, “FIRST” IS
NOT
IMPORTANT,
DO
YOU SEE? TRUTH IS IMPORTANT.
This is THE
attacks
WAY the adversa
b sidetracking the T earer of
I! ruth to render him ridiculed
and used until you finally
cease and desist in your
work. Please do not come to
that point--and yet I know
that you are almost there and
hence, this writing.
I do not promote
SPOTLIGHT except- as a resource
3

and tell our readers as much-but I do honor that which
they do in Truth--and what
other resource of such publication numbers do we have
m
with which to work?
cannot
match the numbers of eople
reached b SPOTLIGH v nor
can
I care not about the

JOURNALS.
I have a fine and close relationship with Col. Gritz and
quite a few other top persons
in your overnment and military circ lies. It a ears if the
ing to step
Col. is finally wi Pip
forward a ainst the bullets-he would !i ave a real chance
of winning an election for the
Presidency--IF
YOU THE
PEOPLE
IN THE TRAP
WOULD
LAY
ASIDE
YOUR BICKERING
AND
SUPPORT
THIS
CAUSE
WITH ALL YOU HAVE TO
OFFER.
Another reason I only now
contact you is that this little
group has no resource to adeay for information-quately
P when we * NEED
ZeciatiO~~
INFORMATION--ONLY
A BLT OF
CONFIRMATION
MATERIAL FOR OUR READERS.
To keep my scribe alive (for
she has been literally put into
cardiac
arrest
some halfdozen times in this past 18
months with blow-out of the
computer
systems
and all
electronics in the place) I always insist that somewhere,
someone has knowledge of an
incident through leakage, etc.
This way, her life 1s less
‘eopardized--WE
ARE NOT
i
FORTUNET%LLIl%?3USINESS
NOR
PROPHECY
BUSINESS-WE WORK ON PROBABIL-

ITIES OF INFORMATION
SCANNING
AND
;y+;
COORDINATION
THE
HIGHER
SOURCE.
Man MUST come into his
consciousness
from his own
ex erience
NOT
and
T I!!ROUGH
FORTUNETELLING
MYSTICAL
GARBAGE.
GARBAGE IN-GARBAGE OUT.
We are now
confrontin
man’s divinity and immort a/ it into an infinite universe.
x an on Shan planet is still in
infancy--primate
level of barbarianism. That is the way of
the cycles and this is the time
of the cycle evolution wherein
man can become enlightened
into Cosmic Consciousness in
the New Dawn of Truth--or,
he chooses
his path into
dee er darkness as the EFFEET of his own CAUSE in
action.
We are completely
(100 %)
totally Spiritual.
We are
complete1
(100 %) totally
NON-RE E IGIOUS! The one
Christ--travels
Y?U called
with ME! He has come again
according to his promise and
in evolvement into his status
as Sananda (One with God in
totality)
and several
other
“Christed” Brothers are resenting the work and WO iiD
It is not strange nor mystical-:
we are sent at this time of the
return of God unto his Creation in form.
He has ever
been thusly within each--so
He doesn’t have anywhere to
come to--from.
But the
Brotherhood
of manifested
brothers
from other manifested lacement in the Universal R eavens are the Hosts
which can be accepted (or denied) by earth physical man.
It is not our business, either
way, exce t that this is our
purpose o P manifestation and
we have nothin but Love to
offer you--for 8 OD IS LOVE

AND GOD IS THE WORD
AND
THE
TIME
OF
pA;LDtMATION
IS
AT
.
You note that SPOTLIGHT
refuses your display ads and
Valentine won’t have you on
his show, etc. You are in excellent company--neither
will
they accept ours. Ones such
as Larry King on the controlled media only acknowledge in order to discredit an-d
destroy any other thanI t:;;
own inside dealers.
give you a bit more interestm insight--as much as they
&EM to approve G&z--they
will not accept his ads any
Even
he
more,
either.
doesn’t realize this.
Now, it is hard to project
what they would do if you
called with a Gritz ad on the
morrow--for
they follow the
word for word.
scribe
types--EVAs m
ERYT x ING flows into the
CIA computers, the center at
Edwards, etc. Sometimes the
better part of the undercover
game is to allow enou h to go
out to entrap the rea cfers and
kee
the “people” off their
bat Es.
The Mossad
element
and
undercover group are masters
at deceit as they serve totally
in service to that which is the
anti-Christ movement in evmanner. The are a part
e
o7 the Elite Carte Y but that is
NOT their thrust--they
‘ust
happen to utilize the too I’ of
that connection--just
as the
Elite Banker Cartel thinks
the
are using the Mossad
When
an cy Israel as tools.
these two “blow” it will be
one to end them all, brothers.
I am confident that you have
many readers of the
who wouldn’t look
at another publication for they
4
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wouldn’t need to--for truth in
world information.
Well, we
have some who won’t than e
from
the
5
and
some
wouldn’t move an inch from
by Col. Davis.
And then there is Gen. Mohr
and others, many others. Is it
not time we joined hands and
ave the nation somethin
WEALLY
worth
viewing. 5
Without exception, in the papers which flow to my attention, ones stand forth and
claim to be “born again” or
“believe on Jesus Christ”,
etc.
But they do not even
know that of which they
speak and less, they act not
within nor accordin
to God’s
Laws--and
I spea a not of
Biblical projections--I
speak
of God from whom the Laws
come and they are quite well
in
most
unpresented
derstandable
form and yet,
man breaks them all and votes
them in and out like a political opinion.
Brother, you speak of spending money, if you had it, on
charlatans.
ex osin
the
W Ky? Pf you spent the money
into positive
spreading
of
Truth and ignore the bullies,
the reward would be the exposure of the charlatans--they
would fall of their ,own deceit.
You know that I am
who I say I am and your UFO
research is quite good so we
understand
one another--but
sir, God shall take second
seat to none! Further, when
in balance with Cause you
would not choose it.,
We will work with ones
whose intent is correct and if
the sequence is appropriate-we do not give details often,
of specific disclosures by the
dis- mis-information
groups
because it is a foolish waste
of time--the facts will reveal
the lies. However, the plan

of the Puppet-Masters
is to
set up more and more incidents wherein they can blame
Space Command for various
and sundry heinous incidents.
Things are being set up xi ht
now to “acknowledge” un 8 er
“duress” that there is an alien
presence--“who
has been destroying missiles and shuttles”
and there will be a follow-up
with bombing staged by the
military in conjunction
with
the Russians utilizing earthmade weapons and s heres.
This will be the “pro0 P‘I, they
will say, of hostile aliens. Be
prepared for terrible incidents
m effort to unify and pull together the planet into this
Global government.
Will we of the cosmos interfere? NO. It is our mess;
ou will tend it. b e are alrowed intervention only in a
few areas and those all center
around EFFECT on the universe and the functioning order thereof--I can onl
ask
that ou read the JOUR K ALS
for f have no intention of repeating some 35 books and
over 8,000
pages of information given you ones in
less than two years.
My
scribe is weary unto exhaustion and she must also be my
speaker/receiver.
The

statement was for
We have
no
l?~tgg,,l,
as such--we are
not an entertainment ” roup”.
We do meet for speci f rc reasons and business instructions, etc. You are most welcome to join us--I honor you
and would be honored to have
you come and ‘oin with us for
discussion.
I hn ow that there
are visitors coming on the
Tuesda
next and there is a
planne d debriefing
meeting
with George who is returning
this day from an outstanding
gathering.

At this point I make no prearrangements
for my own
meetings
as “audible”
exchange because my translator
is under constant surveillance
and it is not safe outside my
direct security shielding. I do
not, however, hesitate to ‘oin
ones in restaurants or w h erever if the circumstances are
of secure and controlled manner.
We welcome the surveillance
as is given us--in every fragment of your work for we are
not subversive in any manner
whatsoever.
Some of our
most precious workers come
from the surveillance teams-THEY
DO NOT
HAVE
PASSAGE TICKETS INTO
THE
INNER
SHELTER
SYSTEM, EITHER.
THEY
ARE AS, OR MORE, IGNORANT
OF THE CURRENT TREASON IN YOUR
NATION
AS ARE YOUTHE-PEOPLE.
They will
die just as all mortal men will
die and they are among the
first targets--therefore,
I weltheir
come
surveillance.
Moreover, it is dan erous for
them to even consi cfer takin out my people--for the reta Hration is far more incredible
than that which they can do to
us. That is in no manner a
“threat’‘--it is simple FACT.

last

I offer my hand in friendship
and I salute you.
I believe
that our disagreements are indeed small and I would be
most pleased to entertain your
presence.
I would say in advance: We
are here to PROVE nothing
for we need PROVE nothing.
It is time earth Shan man be$td.to
KFpgT;hi~;
$
around you!
I do not pla
silly games and test and run-- 1
re eat: I HAVE NOTHING
T8 PRGVE! -1 do not do lit5

tle miracles
for children’s
confirmation--but
I do allow
you your own confirmation in
a way unknown to any other
in the room--so be it. I am
very apt to play
our own
ame of “lets see if Ke is real,
H‘11use an alias or someth$og
and ‘catch’
him...”
;
won’t work--I don’t care what
you call yourself--if you present to me and call yourself
Jesus Christ then I shall be
most happy to call ou Hesus.
I am not intereste cy in any of
your Human Physical aspects
except as it impacts universal
man.
You see, when all is
understood--we
are all ultimately ONE and that means
that until all the fra ments are
whole--I am not w a ole. You
are not given to full understandin
of that statement-et--an 8 I am, therefore it bei ooves both of us to lay some
ground rules lest we waste
time in the dancin . I am exactly who I say tfl at I am--I
am Aton.
I come as Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn for a
very s ecific purpose and reason. f ou of earth ARE NOT
THE PRIMARY FOCUS OF
THIS TRANSITION
AND
YOU MUST LIFT’ YOUR
VISION
HIGHER
LEST
Syay;
MISUNDERSTAND.
.
Oberli, I ask that this be gotten to P. that she can relay it
someway
to Dr. Coleman
prior to Tuesday.
If the
meetin must be called off in
the a Hternoon leave contact
information
so he does not
travel uselessly.
I will not ;ake more of Germain’s time at this sitting but
I want to refer to a letter received some time ago and we
still have not adequate1 responded. It was from S. f-I. in
Maine. He asked about U.S.

stamps as holding value, etc.
Nothing will actually hold its
value in the long run. For a
while minted coins will be
useable even if the paper currency is pulled.
It is logical
to consider
“stamps” but here !s wha;g;
have as osslbllrties.
will dev apue also--even if rt
be as gold in depression--in
other words, a stamp may
mail a letter at whichever
monetary value but other than
that it will have little value.
Next, the cost of stam s for
mailing
“mail” is il Pegally
rendered and a few are actually
finally
getting
mail
through on a 2 cent stam .
This will be a worthy case Por
the Law Center as you get
started.
As for his other questions, I
cannot outlay definitively,
all
the answers for as I stated
above,
we are considered
dangerous
to the
system
ublications.
above all other
If I give you a 2 efinite statement, even if planned for tomorrow, it might well be degive you
layed--I will onl
generalities and ti en suggest
you read someone’s newsletter who may be giving the
correct
information--at
this
point all other publications
are not comprehensively
on
track.
Regarding
Nevada
the
Corporation, etc. That is for
privacy.
If
ou have no
‘funds” to spe al! of, it matters
not about the co oration.
These things which F offer as
privacy and methods of management and removal in part,
from the devourin
system,
f here will
are su estions.
be no f% RFECT wa for you
can see, already, tKe states
are going to now eat your
lunch--in California they are

even
taxin
newspress--an
unheard-of E onstitutlonal violation. And yet, if you want
the paper--you have to pay
the tax, so, it is up to the
news aper peo le to refuse to
pay tKe tax. ii ut YOU must
demand it. It is one thing to
tax Twinkies but quite another to do such a thing to
our news resource, even if it
i!ie neither news nor resource.
All is a “nibble” tactic to
gradually render all of you
totally helpless and it will get
worse and worse and worse.
A suggestion for an of you
who tend to think tKat even
the “food stamps” might retain some value.
No, if the
time comes, the stam s will
simply not be honore cf. Precious
ones--YOU
BANKRUPT
AND
!I!$
CARTEL BANKERS OWN
THE WORLD!
HEAR ME!
YOU ARE OWNED!
YOU
$?&Et
ALg%?;NS
:E
UNEMPLOYED
AND
THERE WILL BE NO JOBS
TO GO INTO--YOU
ARE
BANKRUPT
AND IN A
MASSIVE
DEPRESSION-YOU ARE DEAD
AND
HAVE CLUNG
TO THE
LIES
TO
KEEP
FROM
ROLLING OVER! DO YOU
HEAR ME?
IS THERE
ANYONE IN THERE?
IS
THERE
ANYONE
OUT
THERE? YES INDEED!
Now for the shocker--it will
only be through a return into
the Laws of God and rightness, brotherhood
and unity
under
our flag and nation
UNDER GOD, which is your
ONLY way out of this trap.
Harken unto me, children--I
offer m hand in love and I
will wa Tk every step of the
ou but I WILL
wa WITH
NC!T do it F 6 R you!

Anthony coin will go in roportion to all coins.
f it
would be silver it would retain value of silver--since it is
not, it will retain relative
value according to the other
coins minted by the overnment instead of the 5 ederal
Reserve.
For information only--the big
boys are having a terrible
time ulling off the currency
switc K for it is entangled incredibly in the foreign markets--it simpl is not as simple as they i!ad thought because the people are beginning to wake up and the
shams are just not as easy to
pull off.
The one thing the Elite did
not consider carefully enough
and that was what would ha en if the PEOPLE WO I&
t; P. Th;$rarmng,
min
dlsm Po%%%
wou f d be to no avail if God
entered
the
icture--AND
GOD HAS EN f ERED THE
PICTURE.
YOU
SEE,
WHEN THE GOING GETS
REALLY ROUGH, AND IT
HAS
AND
IS,
MAN
INVARIABLY
TURNS
BACK TO GOD BECAUSE
HE
PERCEIVES
OTHER
WAY
TO
@
(FOXHOLE
ATHEISTS?).
THEREFORE,
WHEN MAN
TURNS UNTO GOD--EVIL
CANNOT
SUSTAIN
ITSELF
AND
THEREIN,
DEAR ONES, IS THE SECRET OF THE UNIVERSE
AS TO POSSIBILITY AND
PROBABILITY
CHANGE.
IT IS UNFOORF:
TUNATE THAT IT IS THIS
WAY--BU
MAN
HAS
BROUGH if IT TO BE THIS
WAY.
YOU
CAN
CHANGE
IT
IF
YOU
WANT TO!!!!
Good day.

I would suggest that the Susan
b’
*
6
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tells how to recognize the real
Christ when he appears.
We are given a very important lesson on hologra hy and
its use for deceiving t Ke seekers.
The nuclear
contamination
problem is detailed and

Included in this book are several charts and many figures
to heir, the reader to underBy Violinio Germain &
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
(GOD) gives us a
very special 28 page introduction in this 33rd book of
our PHOENIX
JOURNAL
series.
This book is a
for it tells us the minute
details
of what
radiating
atoms
really
are
(NOT
WHAT
MOST
OF OUR
SCIENTISTS
HAVE BEEN
TELLING US) and why in
particular certain atoms are to
be left in their natural state
within the ground or we and
as a result of
our violating
nature’s processes of preparing a planet
for life as we know it.
Germain tells us of several
actual nuclear
plant meltdowns and how the hosts
(stationed in star-ships above
us) brought them under control to save Earth
from
destruction,
WHILE RISKING
THEIR
OWN
DESTRUCTION.

Hatonn also keeps us well informed about the details of
the political, economical and
geo-political
happenings and
the
about what is
taking place on our Mother
Earth, which the Elite try to
keep well hidden.

Soltec gives us updated information about the volcanos,
earthquakes
and other earth
changes and how they are tied
into the political
and economic situation.
Germain continues with his
detailed description
of how
God creates all from His sexdivided Light.
He gives us details about
what electricity,
magnetism,
gravity, heat and cold actually
are.
If our scientists would
put this knowledge to use for
the world’s benefit we could
have
It is explained how the Creator uses electricity to create.
Germain helps us to understand God by defining God,
and explaining in detail how
God creates.
Details of the e uipment Rife
used for medicaP purposes is
described.

By Violinio Germain &
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
Jesus, Esu, Sananda gives
many. corrections to part
His life story, as written
the Bible.
He includes
truth about His crucifixion.

us
of
in
the

Sananda gives us details of
the deceptions of the “New
Age” even to the point of
staging a simulated second
coming of Christ.
If their
script is successfully
staged
even the ve
elect could be
ii
deceived.
He
.
7

This
text
contains
drawings and some charta?
help
everyone
understand
creation much better.

This “kit” is for groups
individuals who want

or

about
saving
our
United
States Constitution.
This
package
has very specific
information which will assist
in
Topics covered in the package

are: the Liberty Amendment,
the Flag Burning
Amendment, Anti-Crime
Bill, Executive Orders, Gun control,
Internal Revenue Service, the
Federal Reserve Board,. the
holding of a I~o;~moio
Convention.
CONCERNED
ABOUT
WHAT IS HAPPENING TO
YOUR COUNTRY.. .IF THE
WORDS
NEW
WORLD
ORDER SENDS A CHILL
THROUGH
YOU.. .THEN
THIS KIT IS FOR YOU!
Recommended
sup lemental
reading:
RAPE 8 F THE
CONSTITUTION:
THE
DEATH
OF
FREEDOM,
also available through AmerThe Constitution
ica West.
Pa&apl&yssqm&
;FOQ$ IS $20 PLUS
.

SHIP-

America West is now offering
a resource guide for shelters
(Nuclear), medical supplies,
bulk food and food storage,
alternative energy and various
alternative
survival
needs.
All resources are within the
United States.
The cost for
this documentation is $10 plus
shipping.

AUG. 14,4:00 PM
GLOBAL SCIENCES
CONGRESS
Holiday Inn I-70 Eastl to:!
284) Denver, CO.
Holiday or l-303-371-9494
RADIO

SHOW

AUG. 4 Miiifht
KTAR
Phoenix, Ariz.

- 2. AM
Christian

Sipapu Odysse
And The Ca 7led His Name
Immanue Y, I Am Sananda
Space-Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Arma eddon
Survival Is Only # en Feet
From Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privac In a Fishbowl
Crv o ? The Phoenix
C&ifixion
of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P. *
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and
Plunder of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Slay The Dragon
The Naked Phoenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Creation,
The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection,
Return
Of The Phoenix Vol. I
Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained Sands Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal
The Bitter Communion
Counterfeit. Blessings
TMhinfoemx Operator-Owner

$3.25 and $1 .OO each additional or U.S. Mail $2.50 for
first title and $1 .OO each additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West
or your Local Distributor.
U.S.is $20 er
13 ISSUES, $40 for 26., $ 75
Canada 13 issues
for 52,
forei n 13--$30
26--$60 52-!$l?O (including back issues
for current Volume).
Send orders and Payments to:
America
West Distributors,
E.0. gt;;l
986,
Tehachapi,
For credit card orders or
book
catalog
and sam le
newsletter
call
l-800-7 i 94131. For personal inquiries
(;;,;y;2gug~;;es,
please call
“As little as 100 letters received by any member of
Congress
on any issue is
enough to send a owerful
message that can cKange a
senator
or representative’s
vote”
REALITY

Operation Shanstorm
End of the Masquerade
Matter kh;tieMatter
LIGHT
Be
Let
Pleiades Connection Vol. II
I And My Father
Pleiades
Connection Vol. III
The Phoenix Express Vol’s I
& II ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s
III & IV ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s V
& VI ($15)
The price is $10 per JOURNAL,
(EXCEPTING
EXPRESS) 10% discount on orders of 4 or more. California
residents
add 7.25 % sales
tax.
,~Add -shipping,
UPS
8

*

Realit is what we take to be
true. Jcvhat we take to be true
is what we believe. What we
believe is based upon our
perceptions.
Our perceptions
cfl;rnd upon what we look
What we look for deends upon what we think.
tb hat we think depends upon
what we perceive.
What we
erceive determines what we
What we believe
Itelieve.
determineiwhat
we take to be
true. What we take to be true
is our reality.
WHAT GOES AROUND
COMES AROUND

